OneKEY

Data is the key.
The key is data.

The single key solution designed to increase profits.
IMPROVE CUSTOMER SERVICE

INDUSTRY LEADING SECURITY

Empower employees to better serve customers
with single key access, reducing wait times in
receiving merchandise.

Assign a unique code per store, 12-hour time-out
and remote deauthorization for greater protection.
Ability to create zones and audit employee use.

REAL-TIME VISIBILITY & ANALYTICS

PROMOTE ASSOCIATE WELLNESS

Monitor, understand and manage associate
interactions in real-time through detailed
reporting. Know who did what, where and when.

Giving every associate a key eliminates
key sharing and promotes a safer working
environment.
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OVERVIEW

OneKEY is the most secure and convenient key system that enables associates to assist customers
quickly and easily. Each interaction from OneKEY instantly transfers to LIVE Access, where you
can assign access zones, deauthorize keys, as well as understand who interacted with what, and
when. Operating on InVue LIVE’s LoRa network, OneKEY allows you to monitor and manage all key
interactions real time.

SECURITY & MERCHANDISE

ANALYTICS

ACCESS CONTROL

Advanced Technology & Software
Using unique infrared technology, OneKEY transfers power and data to a complete ecosystem of
merchandise and mobile point-of-sale solutions, providing industry-leading protection to your high-theft
products and essential operating systems.
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INVUE LIVE

OneKEY uses InVue LIVE – a smart, simple, scalable technology that helps
retailers track, monitor and manage store operations in real time – to deliver
accurate information to retailers that they can instantly review in Access Manager.

LIVE ACCESS

Centrally manage employee access to the entire store, specific
departments, or even specific displays. All associate activity data is
housed here, where you can also find reports on planogram compliance,
transaction speeds and merchandise accountability.

OneKEY Components
ONEKEY MANAGER

OneKEY Manager facilitates critical key information during the
associate check-in and check-out process. A user-friendly
touchscreen interface includes key health, status and system
checks, as well as access to customer service.

ONEKEY CHARGERS

Keep keys charged when not in use. Choose from either single-, four-, or eight position charging bases
– depending on the need of your environment.
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